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ABSTRACT
Research on visible light communication technologies or VLC technologies has greatly
grown over the last decade and establishes itself as an interesting alternative to RF
communication.
Its potential as an alternative resides on the possibility of transmitting data at superior
speeds than those we already have, via multiple LEDs. However, a difficulty that has
arised is the inability of each photo diode to distinguish the different signals provided by
each LED.
In this document the behavior of a two-user MISO model is studied and simulated
using MATLAB. Messages in this scheme are modulated using a unipolar PAM and
then codified via a process of power selection. The received signals are then separated
using ML detection.
The obtained results show that the simulation is in accordance with the theoretical
values and that the model supasses a TDMA scheme of similar characteristics
performance wise.
Keywords: Multiaccess, MISO, VLC, unipolar PAM, MATLAB, TDMA, BER.

RESUMEN
La investigación en tecnologías de comunicación por luz visible o tecnologías VLC
lleva creciendo desde la última década y se posiciona como una interesante alternativa
a la comunicación por radio.
Su potencial como alternativa reside en la posibilidad de transmitir datos a velocidades
muy superiores a las actuales utilizando múltiples LEDs. Sin embargo, un problema
que encontramos es la incapacidad de cada fotodiodo de distinguir las diferentes
señales enviadas por cada LED.
En este documento se estudia y simula mediante MATLAB el comportamiento de un
modelo MISO de dos usuarios en el cual los mensajes son modulados con una PAM
unipolar y codificados mediante un proceso de selección de la potencia de emisión,
para luego realizar la distinción de las señales mediante detección ML.
Los resultados obtenidos muestran que la simulación es coherente con los resultados
teóricos y el modelo es superior a un sistema TDMA de similares características.
Palabras Clave: Acceso Múltiple, MISO, VLC, PAM unipolar, MATLAB, TDMA, BER.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Motivation

Given the increasing demand for wireless capacity and data transmission in
recent years, research on VLC systems has risen up in order to provide an alternative
to RF systems, especially in indoor areas, where most mobile traffic occur, and minimal
sized cells, which is a subject that has already been talked about in 5G research [1].
Professionally, I think that involving myself in and trying to comprehend such
research in these early stages of my career has been of severe importance, not only
because it has provided me with a platform to develop the knowledge and skills
acquired these past years, but also due to the fact that this field, in my opinion, will be
present in everyone’s lives in the coming years.
Personally, I have had an interest in communication systems since before
arriving to the university, which was only fueled during my stay on it. VLC, however,
was not presented to me until much later, in the form of Li-Fi, and since I have derived
much knowledge attending conferences on the matter.

1.2.

Goals

The main purpose of this study is to analyze and evaluate a multiuser Visual Light
Communication system via simulation.
Firstly, an understanding of the technology will be needed, in regards of both its basic
propositions and different models that pertain to the subject in question.
The model that decided to build is a two transmitter, one receiver system, which will
involve a K-index PAM modulation, an encoding strategy based on power selection and
ML decision.
In order to simulate the model, we aim to develop several tests that will provide
information on the behavior of the system and its performance, as well as a
comparison between this model and another that uses TDMA.
Finally, an attempt to contextualize the results of the simulation with the current works
will be made, providing the advantages and disadvantages that the simulated model
has with other solutions.

1.3.

Thesis Structure

This study is divided in nine different sections, each one pertaining to a specific
subject regarding our analysis.



Introduction: A brief explanation of the motives behind the project, its goals,
stages, budget and its overall structure.
Visible Light Communications: An understanding of the main aspects of VLC
technology, its history and information on both standardization and regulation.
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1.4.

State of the Art: A contextualization of the project given the current state of
research, providing several papers presenting different lines of work and
proposed models.
MATLAB: An introduction to the simulation tool used and the installation method
used for the project.
Problem Solution: A purely theoretical explanation of the project along with a
proposition for the actual model.
System Evaluation: A step-by-step walkthrough on the different tests run
through the model in order to obtain the different results, as well as an
understanding of them.
Conclusions: A final word on where the project stands among other works
based on its results and its premises.
Bibliography: A compendium of all the sources, referenced by order of mention,
used during the development of the thesis.
Appendix: A compendium of additional information considered to be useful but
not crucial to the understanding of the project.

Phases of the Project

The following Gantt diagram shows the time taken to develop each and every
part of the project.

Fig. 1.1 Gantt diagram describing the different stages of the project.

With all five phases being taken into account, the total lifespan of the project
envelops about 4 months (124 days). At a rate of about 2.5 hours/day, that amounts to
a total of 310 hours.

1.5.

Budget and Costs

According to [2], and considering our academic level, this work corresponds to
that of first cycle graduated engineer, therefore the yearly amount perceived should be
17,544.24 €. Considering a 52-week year, and a 40-hour working week, the hourly
wage is 8.43 €/hour.
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STAFF COSTS
Description
Quantity Hours
Hourly Rate
Telecommunications
1
310
8.43 €/hour
Engineer
TOTAL

Total
2,614.77 €
2,614.77 €

Tab. 1.1 Staff costs.

Adding to that, main and only hardware cost is the computer used for the whole
project, a 2013 Sony VAIO with an Intel i7-3537u (2GHz), 8GB of RAM and 512GB
SSD memory.

Description
Computer
TOTAL

HARDWARE COSTS
Quantity
Cost
1
400 €

Total
400 €
400 €

Tab. 1.2 Hardware costs.

Among software costs we find all licensed software, specifically MATLAB used
for simulating purposes and Microsoft Office Word.

Description
Annual Standard
License for MATLAB
License for
Microsoft Office
Word
License for
GanttProject
TOTAL

SOFTWARE COSTS
Quantity
Cost

Total

1

800 €

800 €

1

99.99 €

99.99 €

1

FREE

0€
899.99 €

Tab. 1.3 Software costs.

Finally, we have to add the monthly costs of light and internet connection as
monthly indirect costs that lasted for the whole duration of the project.

Description
Electricity
Internet Connection
TOTAL

INDIRECT COSTS
Months
Cost
4
5 €/month
4
14.90 €/month

Total
20 €
59.60 €
79.60 €

Tab. 1.4 Indirect costs.
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All costs considered, the total budget amounts to 4817.49 €, as shown in the
table below.
BUDGET
Description
Staff Costs
Hardware Costs
Software Costs
Indirect Costs
TOTAL

Cost
2,614.77 €
400 €
899.99 €
79.60 €
3994.36 €

Tab. 1.5 Total budget.
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2. VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATIONS

2.1.

Introduction to VLC Systems

Before contextualizing this project, an understanding of VLC technology is
necessary in order to know where this project stands among this area of research. This
section provides a brief introduction into its basic principles and current state.

Fig. 2.1 Communication band based on wavelength.

Visible Light Communications constitute a branch of communication technology
that modulates the visible light spectrum (wavelengths ranging from 380 nm to 750 nm
and frequencies from approximately 430 THz to 790 THz) in order to transmit data [3].
Given its usage of LEDs as transmitters due to their ability to modulate intensity at
high-speeds, they are part of the broader short-range OWC, as LEDs do not tend to
have high propagation reach.
Although VLC dates back to the 1800s, with the invention of the photophone
(Fig. 2.1) by Alexander Graham Bell, it was not until the early 2000s that research
began to take form with the surge of LED technology [4]. Although many important
developments have been made in this field of research, none have garnered as much
interest as Li-Fi technology has. Presented in 2011 by Harald Haas, Li-Fi uses light
from LED lamps modulated as a SIM OFDM signal to provide high-speed data rates for
multiple applications [5].

Fig. 2.2 Sketch drawing of the photophone.
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Like most communication systems, any VLC technology is constituted by one
(or multiple) transmitter(s), one (or multiple) receiver(s) and a channel. The main
difference that it presents with other available systems is the fact that a LED is used as
the final building block of the transmitter and a PD as the first one of the receiver.
Furthermore, some schemes (including the one presented in this work) provide a DC
offset before the LED so that a non-negative signal is generated before transmission.

Fig. 2.3 Schematic view of a basic VLC system.

Let us first focus on the transmitter. As happens in most transmitters, the
original data is first modulated and then, in VLC systems, sent via a LED arrangement
that can deploy as many LEDs as desired, whilst having a channel per diode. Should
the selected LED be multi-colored, such as an RGB LED, multicarrier modulation
techniques could be used [4]. Another factor unique to VLC transmitters is flickering,
which is the variation of intensity provided by the LED and its speed. The flickering rate
needs to be fast enough so that it is not perceivable by human eyes, as stated in [6].
As for the channel, one of the main aspects introduced in VLS is LOS, as any
receiver that is not within range of the ray of light that provides the data rate will not be
able to have access the transmitted information and even if it is in range, speed might
be limited if the ray is diffused or non-directed [7]. The figure below (Fig. 2.4) shows
three types of configuration, with a directed ray (left), a non-directed one (middle) and a
diffused one (right).

Fig. 2.4 Three types of LOS configuration.

Finally, the receiver is usually made from a photodiode, or a PD-panel, although
there have been instances where mobile and video cameras have been used as
receiver [8].
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2.2.

Standardization

There are two main bodies that provide recommendations, regulations and
overall standardization in VLC development and research: ITU and IEEE.




ITU: The International Telecommunications Union is the specialized branch
of the United Nations in charge of regulating telecommunication practices all
across the globe. The organism is divided in three sections: ITU-D, ITU-R
and ITU-T.
ITU-T approved earlier this year (March, 2019) G.9991, its standard on
visual light communication systems and Li-Fi communications. The
document provides information on a standardized high-speed indoor VLC
transceiver, its architecture and other specifications.
IEEE: The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers is a non-profit
organization that delves into subjects of telecommunications, electrical
engineering and computer engineering, among others. It is considered one
of the most influential organizations in matter of innovation in engineering.
The IEEE 802.15.7 Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks is a
document that has been rewritten and revised since 2011. More specifically
Part 15.7: Short-Range Optical Wireless Communications [9] is the
document containing the standardization on VLC. The scope of the standard
is to provide a physical (PHY) and a medium access control (MAC) layer.
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3. STATE OF THE ART

3.1.

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

Although there are multiple proven techniques and schemes that deal with
multiuser communications in RF systems, one of the main constraints of VLC, the nonnegativity of the output signal, makes most of them unusable. In order to prevent this
issue, some papers have been developed in which a DC offset is applied to the signal
before transmission.

Fig. 3.1 Basic DC-Offset VLC scheme.

This is the case of DCO-OFDM, and there have been many papers that are built
on this scheme such as [10]. Although it benefits from achieving high data rates with
adequate DC-offsets, it loses on power efficiency in said scenarios. A lower offset
leads to better efficiency, at the cost of distortion.

Fig. 3.2 BER of a DCO-OFDM as presented in [10].
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This is not the only way OFDM has been intersected with VLC communications,
as ACO-OFDM, which clips the OFDM signal at zero [11], meaning all values of the
bipolar original signal below zero are nullified.

Fig. 3.3 BER of an ACO-OFDM as presented in [12].

3.2.

Frequency Shift Keying

As happened with OFDM, FSK research had to deal with the positive constraint
of the signal. One solution presented is AFSK [13], which rectifies the original FSK
signal making it entirely positive.

Fig. 3.4 AFSK channel schema as presented in [13].
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3.3.

On-Off Keying

OOK is one of the modulation schemes presented in the IEEE 802.15.7
standard. Its low complexity lies on transmitting each bit by turning on or off, meaning a
1 would be sent by turning on the LED and a 0 by turning it off or substantially dimming
its light output.
Although its low complexity makes it a cheap and interesting option power wise,
it suffers from flickering which, if not handled correctly, could be harmful to the human
eye. Therefore, research on this matter is usually made by combining it with other
modulation techniques, such as ACO-OFDM [14] or FSK [15].

Fig. 3.5 BER of a hybrid OOK/ACO-OFDM model as presented in [14].

Fig. 3.6 BER vs. distance of an OOK/FSK model at different reception angles as presented in [15].
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3.4.

Color Shift Keying

CSK is a modulation model only available to VLC systems and schemas, due to
its very own definition. By using RGB-LEDs, in this modulation a unique color is
assigned to each data symbol, and the constellation has a triangular shape [16], with
its values approximating the chromaticity diagram shown below.

Fig. 3.7 Color space chromaticity diagram. Courtesy of https://www.researchgate.net/figure/CIE-

1931-color-space-chromaticity-diagram_fig1_319502286
According to [9], nine different color band combinations have been defined, and
some papers have compiled the performance of said bands without any other
encoding, such as [16].

Fig. 3.8 BER comparison for different color bands as presented in [16].
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The main drawbacks of this modulation scheme are its inherent complexity,
lighting issues and communication efficiency [4]. To mitigate the last factor, research
on hybrid modulation has been made, such as [17], which proposes an M-PSK-CSK.

Fig. 3.9 BER comparison for an M-PSK-CSK model as presented in [17].
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4. PROBLEM SOLUTION

4.1.

Problem Definition

As established in section 1, the aim of this study is to understand and simulate
a two transmitter, one receiver VLC scenario. As such, our main constraint is that the
transmitted signals have to be entirely real and positive, due to visible light being the
only carrier of data. In order to avoid higher energy consumption we will not use any
DC-offsetting strategies, instead, we will be modulating both signals with a unipolar
PAM of index K.

Fig. 4.1 Schematic view of the problem.

Looking at the schema on Fig 5.1, and assuming
are the original messages,
are the modulated signals, we can define
,
where
represent the channel coefficient for each transmitter and
do the same
for the power of the transmitted signal.
Now, according to [18], should the positioning of both LEDs and the PD be
fixed, channel estimation techniques could be applied, and therefore
could be
assumed to be known by all systems involved.
The systems noise is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise, considering
SNR is usually high for VLC systems [19].
With all three propositions established, the coding used to distinguish each
signal at the receiver will have its base on the power of each signal (
).

4.2.

Presented Model

It is known that, in high SNR regions Maximum Likelihood detection has an
error performance provided by the minimum Euclidean distance between elements of
any given constellation [20], and so, a selection of
that maximize said minimum
Euclidean distance is needed, in order to obtain a lower probability of error in the
results.
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As stated in [18], we can achieve just that by recurring to properties of the Farey
sequence, providing us with the following conditions.


̆

{

};



̆

{

};

̆

̆

;

̆

̆

;

This conditional statement fixes a minimum Euclidean distance value by using
the channel coefficients and determines a power value for each transmitted signal, thus
essentially encoding them.
The ML algorithm [18], is now divided in to blocks: in the first one, fast ML
detection provides an estimate ̆ of the function
,
while in the second one both estimates ̆
of
are obtained, meaning after
computing those values, PAM demodulation would be needed to obtain the original
message.
1) Fast detection
̆
̌

̌

⌊

⌋

̌

̆

{

̆

2) Fast decoding
̌

̌
̆

̌

(̆

̌
̌

̌
̆

)⁄

̌

̌
̆

(̆
̌

)⁄
̌
̆

if
if
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5. SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1.

Basic Testing

We will start by designing a zero-noise scenario in which our signals will be two
vectors of length 100 and the modulation index for the PAM will be K = 3, meaning the
values of the signals we will work with will range from 0 to 7. We will decide h1 and h2
to be 1 and 0.5, respectively.

Fig. 5.1 Plot of signals S1 and S2.

In this scenario, the obtained signals after simulation should look exactly the
same, given that there is no addition of noise to corrupt the final result. Furthermore,
using the same reasoning the BER should be zero. The following image presents the
comparison between S1 and S2 superposed with their OPCS counterparts.

Fig. 5.2 Plot of received signals (green) over transmitterd signals (red).

The next step would be to add noise and see how that affects the system. In
order to do so, we create a vector with the following SNR values: 5 dB, 21 dB, 37 dB,
53 dB, generate white Gaussian noise signals accordingly, re-run the test four times
adding noise for each scenario, obtaining, as shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, a BER of
0.74 with an SNR of 5 dB (upper left), of 0.5050 with 21 dB (upper right), of 0.08 with
37 dB (lower left) and of 0 with 53 dB. It should be noted that given the small sample
nature of the test, not only does the attained experimental BER have an error of 10 -2,
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but also may not correspond with the actual BER of the system, due to random number
generation being present.

Fig. 5.3 Plot of transmitted (red) and received (green) S1 for different SNR.

Fig. 5.4 Plot of transmitted (red) and received (green) S2 for different SNR.
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Looking at both Fig. 6.3 and 6.4, we can see a sizeable difference in error
between the received signals for S1 and the ones for S2. This is mainly due to the
channel coefficient selection, as having h1 double h2 in forces the emitter of S1 to
transmit at maximum available power. Let us compare two scenarios in which the user
who transmits at maximum available power varies.
̆

̆

̆
̆
̆

Tab. 5.1 Power selection for channel coefficients

⁄

Fig. 5.5 Error comparison for S1 (left) and S2 (right) at

5.2.

⁄

, and

,

.

⁄

.

BER and Performance Testing

Although the former section suffered from being small sample-sized, it provided
useful information such as viability in zero-noise scenario and an experimental
confirmation of how the channel coefficient selection affects the power assigning in our
algorithm. However, in order to see if this system could be viable, we have to see its
behavior with bigger sample sizes.
For our first test, we would like to assess the BER of the system under different
SNR on a bigger scale (~105 values) and compare it with a theoretically obtained BER.
For this, we will first generate a vector of 38 ascending values, which we will use as our
x-axis, and then we will run our script for each instance of x so that we obtain both
received signals. Therefore, the simulated BER will be the result of calculating the
mean between the bit-error rates of both signals.
On the other hand, we will compute the theoretical value of the BER by using
the minimum Euclidean distance, in our case ̆ , and the probability of error for PAM
systems, which is:
(

̆

)
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For our simulation a similar scenario as the one presented in Section 5.1 was
used, with K = 2 and 105 values per signal. We will also compare the results for
⁄
and ⁄
, as shown in Fig. 5.6.

Fig. 5.6 Theoretical and simulated BER comparison for

⁄

and

⁄

.

Firstly, it is important to point out that, because of the usage of maximum power
available, the minimum Euclidean distance is equal for both cases, making the
theoretical BER for both plots exactly the same. Secondly, Fig. 4.6 shows the accuracy
of the model, as the plot of both simulated bit-error rates is close enough to those
obtained by theoretical means.
Now that we have trialed the system for varying channel coefficients, we must
do the same for the other variable that we have at our disposal, the modulation index.
Again, the theoretical values will be computed as stated above. Fig. 4.7 shows the
comparison between theoretical bit error rates and simulated ones for K=2, 3 and 4.
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Fig. 5.7 Theoretical and simulated BER comparison for different values of K and

⁄

.

Again, the plot on Fig. 5.7 shows that our simulated results are consistent with
our theoretical expectations.
Let us now compare these results with a simulation of the system without power
assignation, meaning both transmitted signals will have

.

Fig. 5.8 Simulated BER comparison of the system with and without power control for different values of
K and ⁄
.
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As we can see, even with high SNR (SNR > 60 dB) the BER stays above 10 -1,
which indicates that without power control, this solution would not be applicable, no
matter the value of K.
Finally, let us see the performance of the OPCS superposed with a TDMA
version of it. For this particular scenario, we will be comparing both theoretical BERs,
obtained using the same means for the former and computing the minimum Euclidean
distance of the latter as:
̆

{

}

Fig. 5.9 Theoretical BER comparison of the OPCS and TDMA for different values of K and

⁄

.
By looking at both Fig 5.9 and Fig 5.10, we can state that the performance for
TDMA is surpassed that obtained for the OPCS model.
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Fig. 5.10 Theoretical BER comparison of the OPCS and TDMA for different values of

⁄

and K=3.
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6. FINAL THOUGHTS

6.1.

Conclusion

By the end of this project, we have achieved our goal of fully simulating the
presented system, while successfully proving its performance based on theoretical and
simulated values.
We also managed to compare our results with those a similar scheme
modulated with TDMA. The bit error rate presented by both models over the different
trials demonstrated that the OPCS performed better than TDMA, especially under low
⁄ .
Compared to the systems presented in section 3, we can state that, due to our
system being modulated by a unipolar PAM, the energy efficiency should be better
than that of DC-offset based models. PAM is also a supported modulation scheme by
the IEEE 802.15.7 standard and it should have easy implementation on VLC
technology.
Among its main drawbacks we find that for this strategy to be implemented, all
systems must be relatively fixed, so that channel estimation can be performed.
Secondly, and similarly to OOK schemes, flicker is a factor that has to be taken into
account for safety measures, as fluctuation of light might be harmful to our eyes. This
last factor might prevent the system of achieving high data rates.

6.2.

Future work

The next step to take would be to analyze the performance of the system,
testing it on a real life environment.
There, new variables would be added, such as distance and its relationship with
BER and performance, and we would be given an opportunity to check how the
approximations used for the channel coefficient and minimum Euclidean distance relate
to the actual performance of the system.
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8. APPENDIX

A.

MATLAB

Fig. 8.1 MATLAB Logo. Courtesy of:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mathworks.matlabmobile&hl=es_PA

MATLAB is a computing and programming environment with its own
programming language.
It is known as one of the premier software tools in signal processing and
development, at both academic and professional levels.
The reasoning behind us choosing MATLAB over other simulation environments
was mainly commodity and familiarity with the program.
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B.

OPCS Function

In order to fully understand this section, a brief explanation of the main block of
the MATLAB script developed is here presented.
We decided to program a function that we could use in different scripts given
the fact that we would have to program different scenarios for varying values. Doing so
prevented us of writing and executing repeated code.
Firstly, we declared the function, naming it OPCS, and decided its inputs:
transmitted signals, channel coefficients, PAM modulation index and SNR; outputs:
received signals and minimum Euclidean distance and global variables.
function [s1_OPCS,s2_OPCS,D] = OPCS(s1,s2,h1,h2,K,SNR)
rng(240714)
N = length(s1);
g_OPCS = zeros(1,N);
s1_OPCS = zeros(1,N);
s2_OPCS = zeros(1,N);
In the first line of the function, a seed is determined in order to always have,
although random, consistent results. It should also be noted that we assume s1 and s2
of same length, thus our N (the number of transmitted symbols) value could be
obtained from either signal. Given that we will be using loops to determine the values of
g_OPCS, s1_OPCS and s2_OPCS, we first instance them as 1 by N matrixes, so that
their size will not vary with each iteration of the loop.
After that we decide the power given to each signal by calculating ̆ with the
channel coefficients and construct the signal that reaches the receiver while adding
noise. It should be noted that passing an SNR value of -1 results in a no-noise
scenario.
if h1 > h2
d1 = (h1/((2^K)*((2^K)-1)));
d2 = (h2/((2^K)-1));
D = min(d1,d2);
p1 = D*(2^K)/h1;
p2 = D/h2;
else
d1 = (h1/((2^K)-1));
d2 = (h2/((2^K)*((2^K)-1)));
D = min(d1,d2);
p1 = D/h1;
p2 = D*(2^K)/h2;
end
y = h1*s1*p1 + h2*s2*p2;
if SNR >= 0
y_OPCS = awgn(y,SNR,p1 + p2);
else
y_OPCS = y;
end
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The awgn function adds white Gaussian noise to the signal based off of the SNR
parameter. The last argument indicates the power of the signal, in our case, the joint
power of both signals.
Finally, a loop runs through y_OPCS, deciding via fast ML each value of
g_OPCS, the matrix storing our estimate of the original signal, and identifying the
values for both s1 and s2. The algorithm followed is the one presented in Part 3 of the
project.
for n = 1:1:N
%%% Fast ML decisor
if round(y_OPCS(n)/D) > (2^(2*K))-1
g_OPCS(n) = D*(2^(2*K))-1;
else
if 0 < round(y_OPCS(n)/D)
g_OPCS(n) = D*floor((y_OPCS(n)/D)+0.5);
else
g_OPCS(n) = 0;
end
end
%%% Signal identification
if h1 > h2
s1_OPCS(n) = ((g_OPCS(n)/D)mod(g_OPCS(n)/D,2^K))/(2^K);
s2_OPCS(n) = mod(g_OPCS(n)/D,2^K);
else
s1_OPCS(n) = mod(g_OPCS(n)/D,2^K);
s2_OPCS(n) = ((g_OPCS(n)/D)mod(g_OPCS(n)/D,2^K))/(2^K);
end
if s1_OPCS(n) > (2^K)-1
s1_OPCS(n) = (2^K)-1;
elseif s1_OPCS(n) < 0
s1_OPCS(n) = 0;
end
if s2_OPCS(n) > (2^K)-1
s2_OPCS(n) = (2^K)-1;
elseif s2_OPCS(n) < 0
s2_OPCS(n) = 0;
end
end
There are two blocks of code not present in the original system, the rounding of
the ratio between variables y_OPCS and D, and the two final conditions, after deciding
s1_OPCS and s2_OPCS. The former change was made in order to prevent situations
in which said ratio was slightly greater or lower than
(smaller than
),
making the ML decide incorrectly. As for the latter, there were situations in which
values for our obtained s1_OPCS and s2_OPCS were lower than 0 or greater than
. Given that by definition, the studied system is based off of a non-negative PAM
of index K, we forced those cases to become 0 and
, respectively.
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C.

Test100Samples

This is the test conducted for section 4.1. It contains simulations for 100-sample
signals S1 and S2, K=3 and h2/h1=0.5, 1. The SNRs first value is -1 to indicate a nonoise scenario. It is controlled as stated in Appendix A.
%%% Global Variables
N = 100;
K = 3;
h1 = 1;
h2 = [0.5,1];
SNR_dB = [-1,5,21,37,53];
L = length(SNR_dB);
Lh = length(h2);
%%% Vector Instantiation
x = zeros(2,N);
s = zeros(2,N);
d1 = zeros(Lh,1);
d2 = zeros(Lh,1);
D = zeros(Lh,1);
SNR = zeros(1,L);
s1_OPCS = zeros(Lh,L,N);
s2_OPCS = zeros(Lh,L,N);
BER_OPCS = zeros(Lh,L);
%%% PAM Signal generation
M = (2^K)-1;
rng(210607) % TFG
s(1,:) = randi([0,M],1,N);
rng(231203) % VLC
s(2,:) = randi([0,M],1,N);
for i=1:1:Lh
for j=1:1:L
[s1_OPCS(i,j,:),s2_OPCS(i,j,:),D(i)] =
OPCS(s(1,:),s(2,:),h1,h2(i),K,SNR_dB(j));
[berr_1,BER_S1] = biterr(s(1,:),round(s1_OPCS(i,j,:)));
[berr_2,BER_S2] = biterr(s(2,:),round(s2_OPCS(i,j,:)));
BER_OPCS(i,j) = (BER_S1+BER_S2)/2;
end
end
figure(1);
plot(s(1,:))
title('S1');
figure(2);
plot(s(2,:))
title('S2');
figure(3)
plot(s(1,:),'r')
hold on
plot(squeeze(s1_OPCS(1,1,:))','g');
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title('S1 (transmitted) vs. S1 (received)')
figure(4)
plot(s(2,:),'r')
hold on
plot(squeeze(s2_OPCS(1,1,:))','g');
title('S2 (transmitted) vs. S2 (received)')
figure(5)
%%% Original vs. Obtained signals for S1 at SNR = 5dB, 21dB,
37dB, 53dB, h2/h1 = 0.5
for j=2:1:L
S1_OPCS = squeeze(s1_OPCS(1,j,:))';
subplot(2,2,j-1)
plot(s(1,:),'r'); hold on
plot(S1_OPCS,'g')
end
figure(6)
%%% Original vs. Obtained signals for S1 at SNR = 5dB, 21dB,
37dB, 53dB, h2/h1 = 0.5'
for j=2:1:L
S2_OPCS = squeeze(s2_OPCS(1,j,:))';
subplot(2,2,j-1)
plot(s(2,:),'r'); hold on
plot(S2_OPCS,'g')
end
figure(7)
%%% Original vs. Obtained signals for S1 and S2 at SNR = 21dB,
h2/h1 = 1
S1_OPCS = squeeze(s1_OPCS(2,3,:))';
S2_OPCS = squeeze(s2_OPCS(2,3,:))';
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(s(1,:),'r'); hold on
plot(S1_OPCS,'g')
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(s(2,:),'r'); hold on
plot(S2_OPCS,'g')
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D.

TestPerformance_h

This is one of the tests conducted for section 4.2. It contains simulations for
100000-sample signals S1 and S2, K=2 and varying h2/h1.
%%% Global Variables
N = 10000;
K = 2;
h1 = 1;
h2 = [0.1,0.2,0.5,1,1.8,2,5,10];
SNR_dB = 1:2:75;
L = length(SNR_dB);
Lh = length(h2);
%%% Vector Instantiation
x = zeros(2,N);
s = zeros(2,N);
d1 = zeros(Lh,1);
d2 = zeros(Lh,1);
D = zeros(Lh,1);
D_TDMA = zeros(Lh,1);
SNR = zeros(1,L);
BER = zeros(L,Lh);
BER_OPCS = zeros(L,Lh);
BER_TDMA = zeros(L,Lh);
s1_OPCS = zeros(L,N);
s2_OPCS = zeros(L,N);
%%% PAM Signal generation
M = (2^K)-1;
rng(210607) % TFG
s(1,:) = randi([0,M],1,N);
rng(231203) % VLC
s(2,:) = randi([0,M],1,N);
for i=1:1:Lh
for j=1:1:L
[s1_OPCS(j,:),s2_OPCS(j,:),D(i)] =
OPCS(s(1,:),s(2,:),h1,h2(i),K,SNR_dB(j));
D_TDMA(i) = min(h1/((2^(2*K))-1),h2(i)/((2^(2*K))-1));
%%% Power and Error Rate
BER(j,i) = qfunc(D(i)/(2*(10^(-SNR_dB(j)/20))));
BER_TDMA(j,i) = qfunc(D_TDMA(i)/(2*(10^(SNR_dB(j)/20))));
[berr_1,BER_S1] = biterr(s(1,:),round(s1_OPCS(j,:)));
[berr_2,BER_S2] = biterr(s(2,:),round(s2_OPCS(j,:)));
BER_OPCS(j,i) = (BER_S1+BER_S2)/2;
end
end
figure(1);
%%% Performance comparison for K = 3, Simulated vs. Theoretical
for i=3:1:Lh/2
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER(:,i)))
hold on
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER_OPCS(:,i)),'x')
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axis([0 60 10^(-5) 10^0])
end
legend('h2=0.5','h2=0.5 SIM','h2=1','h2=1 SIM')
figure(2);
%%% Performance comparison for K=3, Power Control vs. No Power
Control
for i=1:1:Lh/2
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER_TDMA(:,i)),'o')
hold on
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER(:,i)),'x')
axis([0 80 10^(-5) 10^0])
end
legend('PCS(h2=0.1)','TDMA(h2=0.1)','PCS(h2=0.2)','TDMA(h2=0.2)'
,'PCS(h2=0.5)','TDMA(h2=0.5)','PCS(h2=1)','TDMA(h2=1)')
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E.

TestPerformance_k

This is one of the tests conducted for section 4.2. It contains simulations for
100000-sample signals S1 and S2, h2/h1 = 0.5 and varying K values.
%%% Global Variables
N = 10000;
K = [2,3,4];
h1 = 1;
h2 = 0.5;
SNR_dB = 1:2:75;
L = length(SNR_dB);
Lk = length(K);
%%% Vector Instantiation
M = zeros(1,Lk);
x = zeros(2,Lk,N);
s = zeros(2,Lk,N);
d1 = zeros(Lk,1);
d2 = zeros(Lk,1);
D = zeros(Lk,1);
D_TDMA = zeros(Lk,1);
D_NOPC = zeros(Lk,1);
SNR = zeros(1,L);
BER = zeros(L,Lk);
BER_OPCS = zeros(L,Lk);
BER_TDMA = zeros(L,Lk);
BER_NOPC = zeros(L,Lk);
s1_OPCS = zeros(L,N);
s2_OPCS = zeros(L,N);
s1_NOPC = zeros(L,N);
s2_NOPC = zeros(L,N);
%%% PAM Modulation
for k = 1:1:Lk
M(k) = (2^K(k))-1;
rng(210607)
s(1,k,:) = randi([0,M(k)],1,N);
rng(231203)
s(2,k,:) = randi([0,M(k)],1,N);
end
for k=1:1:Lk
for j=1:1:L
[s1_OPCS(j,:),s2_OPCS(j,:),D(k)] =
OPCS(s(1,k,:),s(2,k,:),h1,h2,K(k),SNR_dB(j));
[s1_NOPC(j,:),s2_NOPC(j,:),D_NOPC(k)] =
NOPC(s(1,k,:),s(2,k,:),h1,h2,K(k),SNR_dB(j));
D_TDMA(k) = min(h1/((2^(2*K(k)))-1),h2/((2^(2*K(k)))1));
%%% Error Rate
[berr_1,BER_S1] = biterr(s(1,k,:),round(s1_OPCS(j,:)));
[berr_2,BER_S2] = biterr(s(2,k,:),round(s2_OPCS(j,:)));
[berr_1N,BER_S1_NOPC] =
biterr(s(1,k,:),round(s1_NOPC(j,:)));
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[berr_2N,BER_S2_NOPC] =
biterr(s(2,k,:),round(s2_NOPC(j,:)));
BER(j,k) = qfunc(D(k)/(2*(10^(-SNR_dB(j)/20))));
BER_TDMA(j,k) = qfunc(D_TDMA(k)/(2*(10^(SNR_dB(j)/20))));
BER_OPCS(j,k) = (BER_S1+BER_S2)/2;
BER_NOPC(j,k) = (BER_S1_NOPC+BER_S2_NOPC)/2;
end
end
figure(1);
%%% Performance comparison for h2/h1 = 0.5, Simulated vs.
Theoretical
for k=1:1:Lk
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER(:,k)))
hold on
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER_OPCS(:,k)),'x')
axis([0 80 10^(-5) 10^0])
end
legend('K=2','K=2 SIM','K=3','K=3 SIM','K=4','K=4 SIM')
figure(2);
%%% Performance comparison for h2/h1 = 0.5, Power Control vs.
TDMA
for k=1:1:Lk
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER_TDMA(:,k)),'o')
hold on
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER(:,k)),'x')
axis([0 80 10^(-5) 10^0])
end
legend('K=2 TDMA','K=2 OPCS','K=3 TDMA','K=3 OPCS','K=4
TDMA','K=4 OPCS')
figure(3);
%%% Performance comparison for h2/h1 = 0.5, Power Control vs. No
Power Control
for k=1:1:Lk
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER_NOPC(:,k)),'o')
hold on
semilogy(SNR_dB,squeeze(BER_OPCS(:,k)),'x')
axis([0 80 10^(-5) 10^0])
end
legend('K=2 NOPC','K=2 OPCS','K=3 NOPC','K=3 OPCS','K=4
NOPC','K=4 OPCS')
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